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A History of the Strange and Curious Adventure of the Revd.
Octavius Hadfield Among the Cannibal Tribes of New Zealand,
Including a Faithful Presentation of the Chief Te Rauparaha,
With Many Other Strange and Delightful Incidents for the
Improvement of the Reader.....
by Florence Sandler
Octavius Hadfield landed in New Zealand in 1839.
What follows is a more or less authentic

also observed the six toes on either foot—not a fable,
after all. The only curiosity was the name. By what
grotesque innocence had he been named for the
paraha-leaf?

account—with embellishments.
It seemed pedantic to italicise every Maori word
every time it was used. For the most part I have
italicised a word on its first occurrence and trusted that
after that it would be recognisable.
The clue to pronouncing Maori words is that all
syllables end with vowels, all syllables have equal stress,
and all vowels are long. Thus Kapiti is pronounced (more
or less) as

Kah-pee-tee. Pak eha

(the white)

is

Pah-keh-hah. And who knows the origin of that last

When the oratory began, the Paraha-leaf became
fire and scorn in motion, running with each sentence
from one end of the marae to the other, as the Maoris
did, and by way of punctuation darting his spear,
slapping his thighs, thrusting out his tongue and his
eyeballs. With the detachment given him by pain,
Octavius caught the speech in this language still
imperfectly known to him, and realized without rancour
that all was abuse directed against himself, though never
once did the Paraha-leaf look in his direction.

term? Most likely it was at first an insult, though
nowadays a name borne with pride by many pakehas,
including myself.

What is it that my son Tamihana brings from the
north? (fiercely incredulous)
What does he bring to me, his father, the chief of

It was, to say the least, enterprising of Octavius
Hadfield that in his twenty-sixth year—in spite of a

chiefs, the ariki?

dozen episcopal and anti-episcopal missionary
committees in London, in spite of twelve thousand miles
of ocean and storm, in spite of the fact that Octavius
was dying—he had nevertheless contrived to track down
the Devil in his lair, and even have it understood, as he
entered, that he was a guest to be entertained. The lair,
as it turned out, was the island of Kapiti, a rock that
emerged from the antipodean sea—to be exact, five miles
off the coast of the northern island of New Zealand,
"the Fish of Maui." As for the Devil himself, Hadfield
recognised at once that he had always known him. There
he sat, like a squat idol, wrapped up in a mat, imperious
as an archangel, odious as a toad: the Maori chief of
chiefs, the exterminator of tribes, the cannibal, the
boaster, the well of lies. An old friend. Half the face was
covered; above the blanket, the reptilian eyes lay hooded
under the lids. The face, as Octavius had seen, was
altogether green and polished like the skin of a lizard
where it had been tattooed and the green whirling
wheels cut over nose and chin and cheeks. Octavius had

Mountain, owner of muskets.
How do I get such mana but by the musket! Three
hundred muskets are mine.
All understand this except my son. His thoughts
are like a canoe that has come unlashed.
My son goes to the north to get me a pakeha.
My son is dazzled by the pakehas.
He sits on their doorstep, the son of Te
Rauparaha.
And what do the pakehas give him as a joke?
They give him a pakehamihinare.
The mihinare is useful, they tell my son, because
he makes the spider's web on paper.
But where are the muskets of the mihinare? What
does he have to trade?
He comes with empty baskets. He is a
good-for-nothing mihinare, a mihinare tutua.
He is sick, as all can see. He will die tomorrow.
And I, in my old age, I am to be laughed at,
because my son does not know the difference between

Here am I, Te Rauparaha, Conqueror of men,

his hand and his foot,
And because my pakeha is a mihinare tutua.
"Oh admirable self-abasement," said the audience
in Hadfield, "demonic counterpart of humility." Then
he realized that this was the first opportunity he had
ever had to be despised for the Gospel's sake and that the
experience was edifying.
Te Rauparaha had resumed his place on the
ground and wrapped himself in his mat. Through the
excitement caused by his oration and the hubbub of
speculation as to what effect it would have on the
visitors, he stared at them all with nonchalant distaste.
Then it was the turn of that honest homespun
man, the Revd. Henry Williams, to present the case for
the pakehas, the younger man, as he explained, not
having as yet many words of Maori in his tongue. Dear
Williams, in the same brown coat with the worn spot on
the shoulders that Octavius had kept in his eye through
this last wretched month of travel, Williams, with his
round hat and his spectacles, took up a spear and began
trotting backwards and forwards in the approved
manner, making whenever he thought of it an angular
jab in the air, and warming to his declamation as the
Maoris egged him on to get the best out of the
performer.
He, Wiremu, and his friend, Harawira, were
messengers, he said, from the great ariki, the Queen
Wikitoria of the land of I ngarangi, who sent her greetings
to the Ngati-Raukawa and their chief, Te Rauparaha. It
was a matter of distress to Queen Wikitoria that her
Maori friends were abused by many tutua pakehas from
among her own people, who incited the Maoris to war
and tried to take their land from them. Queen Wikitoria
therefore asked the great chiefs of the Maoris to give her
the sovereignty over the land of New Zealand so that she
might protect them. To that end, he, Henere Wiremu,
had brought a blanket as a present and also a document

birds of Tane and the fish of Tangaroa. They also, like
Tawhiri the Storm, cut down the trees of Tane's forests,
only to do this they used the wedge of stone. Then they
built stockades, and also food-platforms and houses,
inscribing on them with their chisels scrolls and eyes and
tendrils. But the sons of Tu also became the allies of
Tane, helping him to gain utu against Tangaroa the Sea
for his depradations. The biggest totara trunks were
hallowed and carved, given monstrous noses and eyes,
and, with a company of the sons of Tu wielding paddles,
they cut across the sea, wounding the head and the wild
white hair of Tangaroa.
The ecstasy of the sons of Tu—to wound, to kill,
to eat, to stamp on the bones of the enemy!
"It must be one of the most earnest endeavours of
the missionaries in this country," Octavius reported for
the edification of the Church Missionary Society, "to
secure a lasting peace, where so far only war has
obtained. The introduction of the European musket
upon a scene of internecine war has resulted in the

which he asked Te Rauparaha to sign with his mark.
Queen Wikitoria knew also that the assent of the
outward man was not enough to ensure peace, but that
the hearts of men must come to desire peace and to
abhore the ways of war. She herself worshipped the
great invisible arik i Jesus, who leads men's hearts to love,
and she had therefore sent out to them from I ngarangi
Mr. Harawira who, though young, was a learned and
faithful tohunga of the Ariki Jesus. It was true that it
was Tamihana, son of Te Rauparaha, who had decided
to travel north to ask for a mihinare. He had been moved
to do this by the Ariki Jesus whose love had gone out to
this tribe and who had also called Mr. Harawira to offer
himself, despite sickness, so that the light of theGospel
should shine forth in these parts. (The end of his
speech.)
How could one help but love the man who
presented to the Devil such an aspect of undaunted
simplicity? Faithful Abdiel, preaching peace to the
Inventor of War and love to the Spoiler. Being sneered
at—no question of it—for his pains. Putting down the
spear and returning decorously from the fray to take his
seat again at his young friend's side, only the pinkness of
the cheeks betraying delight in the performance. "Got to
learn to put a bit of the Maori bounce into it,
Hadfield—a bit of the boo-boo-boo, as the whalers say."
Octavius, if he hadn't felt so full of the lassitude
of pain, so nauseated by the closeness and filth, so
bemused by the ugliness of the idol, would have groaned
out loud at the comic ineptitude of it all. But if, in the
last month of his life, he was to play a part in the
pantomime, so be it. Only, as he exclaimed later to
Williams when they had concluded prayers together in
their own raupo whare, thank God for the perfect
civility of Heaven! Williams' own image of civility was
the quarter-deck of a Royal Navy vessel (such a vessel as
he himself had commanded before he turned
missionary), and he agreed with his friend's sentiment.
But then, he thought, a Maori, with some training in
obedience, might be turned into a good crewman.
"They're ruffians, Hadfield, but there are some stout
hearts among them. They'd go through fire and water
for something they set their hearts on. And Old
Rauparaha simply needs to be handled firmly. He'll sign
the Treaty, I do believe."
"I believe so too," said Hadfield, "because you
promised him a blanket, and because in any case he
thinks it superstition on our part that we set store by a
mark on a piece of paper."
Williams gave his friend a look indicating that the
Children of Light must sometimes be wise after the
manner of the Children of Darkness. "It's the only
means we have to persuade the government to keep out
the landsharks. To do Te Rauparaha some good in spite
of himself, one plays upon his appetite. Today he knows
he wants a blanket. Someday he will know that he needs
Peace and the Gospel. Pray God, Hadfield, that will be
brought about by your ministry here." As long, he
thought, as Hadfield would be spared.
Three weeks later Williams departed, with his
Treaty signed. But he was uneasy to be leaving the
young man so close to the jaws of Death, even if that
meant also the arms of Jesus. It was to be hoped that the
Holy Spirit knew what it was up to in having brought
Octavius Hadfield to such a pass.

The interest of Te Rauparaha was not aroused by
the act that, despite predictions, Octavius went on
living. He was however stirred to jealousy when his
pakeha, finding a better reception for the Gospel with
the Ngati-Awa down the coast at Waikanae, took to
living for the most part with the rival tribe. "I went after
breakfast over to Kapiti," Octavius wrote to the family
at home on the Isle of Wight. "Old Rauparaha came and
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attacked me, and said that I had forsaken him and
carried all my things to the other side. I gave him a
Testament and some small books. He used bad language
and intimated to me that if I did not supply all his wants
he would not favour the Gospel, and that many would
be influenced and guided by him. He stated moreover
that he would stir up another attack upon Waikanae. In
fact, I was much disgusted with him, and must be civil to
him on account of his great influence.
"The Ngati-Raukawa are a rough, proud and
turbulent people. Scarcely a week passes without some
disturbance, often ending in bloodshed. Infanticide is
more common among them than any other tribe. It
seems scarcely safe to live with them. However, a small
party comes to me daily for instruction as long as I stay
here. "

The Ngati-Awa are thieves! enemies!" said Te
R auparaha.
"Brothers," said Octavius.
The Paraha-leaf made a gesture that was obscene.
But in the end he was broad-minded enough to
allow his people to attend Hadfield's school where they
could learn to read the pakeha's book-with-mana, to
chant in the pakeha manner and to make chalkmarks on
the slate. The Ngati-Raukawa needed to know these
things because the Ngati-Awa had been learning them,
and there might come a time when such knowledge
mattered for the mana of a tribe. But the school took
time away from the flax-scraping which was what
brought in the muskets. Te Rauparaha therefore went
along to the school himself periodically to make sure
that no time was being wasted.

In these months it was sea and squall and
turbulent wind that wrought in the mind of Octavius,
along with the names and categories of things in Maori.
These disclosed to him a universe of hostility where all
things warred against each other because of the original
Crime against Sky and Land, the primal parents, forced
apart by their sons.
It was Tane the Forest who had proven most cruel
against his parents, driving up stakes to ward off Rangi
the Sky, pinning him up on the thick foliage of the
totaras and the kauris, while he also held down his
mother, the Earth, searching into her, to her shame, with
his roots, stuffing every pore of her body with bush and
bracken and fern, so that she could hardly feel in her
subjection what joy she had once known in the embrace
of her husband. Only in the mists of early morning did
her longing take form and rise upwards to Rangi in
useless supplication. And in the space which Tane had
made, where once the arms and legs of Sky and Earth
had tangled, there was the flight of birds.
But then it was Tawhiri the Storm, horrified by
the doings of his brothers, jealous of the strength of
trees and the flight of birds, who pitted himself against
Tangaroa the Sea and Tane the Forest, whipping the
waves to frenzy and ripping up from the Earth the great
trees which are the Children of Tane. When Tawhiri
brought his black clouds low upon the forest, it was as if
he had almost succeeded in bringing down Rangi-nui the
Sky to close again over the bound limbs of
Papa-tu-a-nuku the Earth.
Tangaroa had his own quarrel against Tane, and
gnawed at the forest. under the pretext of Storm. The
great trees, the Children of Tane, were claimed by the
currents and whirled as if their strength were nothing,
their stripped roots and branches outspread in terror like
pierced hands. When the Sea had done its work, the logs '
were cast up on the beach where, worn smooth by
torment, twined in seaweed, they lay like blind giants,
fingered by each wave.
Onto this scene of warfare had come the
precocious sons of Tu—enemies of all. They snared the

complete extermination of some tribes and the
reduction of the numbers of the natives as a whole to
perhaps two fifths of the population that subsisted in
these islands only three generations ago when the ships
of Captain Cook called here.
"The introduction of peace is a threat to the
mighty, for the present generation of chiefs, such as Te
Rauparaha, have in many cases based their careers on the
musket and have pursued a policy of systematic
terrorisation of those who have the disadvantage. At
present, at a time when the traditional cultural sanctions
have weakened under the impact of the European, the
alliances among tribes and, indeed, the internal
structures of the tribes are apt to be held together by
sheer coercion and expediency. If the Reign of Terror
should collapse from within, a phenomenon of which
history provides sufficient examples, the result in the
natural course of things can be only chaos and misery,
"At this juncture the missionary has the
opportunity to demonstrate the benefits of true peace
that could prevent that misery, and it is imperative that
he should do so, though the structure of the native
culture and even Nature herself in these parts should
seem to militate against it."

Not only culture and Nature. It was more serious
than that. There were times when Octavius could not
find his God, the Ineffable Trinity, sitting on his
Peaceable Throne. Instead, hearing the war trumpet,
God had leapt into the fray, grabbing a spear and raising
his right hand to scatter his enemies. Who was this
demented warlord, this Jehovah of Armies, this Capturer
of Jericho, Spoiler of Philistines and Edomites? Also Tu
the War-god, Spoiler of the Ngati-Apa and the
Ngati-Tahu and Capturer of the Pa at Kaiapoi? If
Octavius looked closely at God's brown face, would not
the green vines of the moko rise up over the nose and
cheeks, and the upper lip protrude in the manner of Te
R auparaha?
God defend us from confusion—and stay in place!
"I have been much impeded in my work by
illness," Octavius continued, bringing the report around

to the topics that the Church Missionary Society would
consider more practical. "Nevertheless I have been able
to establish small groups of catachumens in the villages
in the Queen Charlotte Sound at the top of the southern
island, travelling backwards and forwards in the boat
which the Society has provided me. I visited them
recently and discovered that they had remembered all
that I had said in the few days I was with them
previously. They seemed exceedingly clear on doctrinal
points, election, justification, sanctification, etc., so
that I was amazed , "

It was soon after this that Octavius ate the piece
of kumara in violation of the tapu, and then put a spell
on the old tohunga Hereiwi who in consequence died
that very night.
Te Rauparaha's interest was engaged. If it had
happened in his own garden he would have taken it
badly, but it had happened in the garden of Te Mahia, a
chief who had recently blackened himself with
cowardice and therefore deserved dishonour. Te Mahia
had been trying to recoup his mana by noisy
interference with the activities of Octavius, who had
then apparently gone to Te Mahia in his kumara patch
and taken utu. Te Rauparaha sent for Hadfield to
congratulate him, and also to reproach him for having
waited so long to give some indication that he was a
good investment after all. He insisted on having the
whole scene reenacted.
"Te Mahia has a quarrel in his mouth. His tongue
is a spring trap. He says, 'E pakeha, what a small thing
you are!' " (Te Rauparaha taking on a mask of comic
vindictiveness shoots out his tongue into the air and
swallows down an imaginary Hadfield.) "As for you, you
are clever, like Maui-potiki. You say, 'E Te Mahia, how
will your kumaras grow this year?' You pick up with
your unsacred hand the kumara that is tapu. Te Mahia's
kumaras are defiled. There is no strength in his loins.
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Then you swallow the kurnara! You say, 'Thus also I
swallow the tohunga Hereiwi, maker of bad tapus." Is it
true?"
"Not quite," said Octavius. "When I went to his
garden he ignored me."
"So you put on him the spell for the one whose
eye is absent?"
"I sat down and waited until he was ready to talk.
And that was a long time. I picked up the kumara to
eat it, not knowing it was tapu. Then the old chief
rushed at me with his axe, but the daughter and the
nephew stopped him because they said no luck would
come of killing me."
"Then, for utu, you curse Hereiwi?"
"No utu. The old tohunga brought it on himself.
He got very excited putting curses on me. I had to tell
him they wouldn't take effect because the Ariki Jesus
doesn't go in for that kind of thing, and that he was
more likely to injure himself with his excitement. And
so he did, poor fellow. Probably broke a lung vessel."
Te Rauparaha took all this in with grinning
admiration. "E Harawira," he said, "you are not such a
bad pakeha. And I 8m like Maui-potiki who pretended
that he had no fish so that his brothers despised him, but
the fish of Maui was the biggest one of all. How is it that
you are not afraid of tapu, and have discovered the
weakness of tohungas who are like :1 double-grained

killed a party of pakeha surveyors and land company
officials, leaving seventeen bodies on the field with skulls
cut and mashed by axe-blows, it was Hadfield who
became the advocate of Te Rauparaha's cause, while the
white settlers in Port Nicholson and Nelson called for
the blood of the old savage and took to arms. It was
Octavius' job to ride backwards and forwards along the
coast between the two embattled groups, assuring the
settlers in Port Nicholson (who felt the need of a few
army divisions and a gunboat or two to protect them)
that the Maoris were not about to murder them all;
assuring the Maoris that the settlers were not about to
take utu, that Te Rauparaha need not therefore preempt
that action by wiping out the settlement; assuring each
side that the other was prepared to abide by the
adjudication of the law. In Port Nicholson, a colony of
anti-clericals, the young Reverend Hadfield was the hero
of the . hour for saving the town and for ensuring that Te
Rauparaha would get his hanging orders from a judge
which had saved the settlers the trouble of a lynching.
Te Rauparaha meanwhile sat in korere with his
friend Harawira. He was in the first place triumphant,
having brought back with him the trophies from the
fight. Any pakeha who visited him these days would find
him sitting underneath the tent which the surveyors had
had the impudence to erect on his land, claiming it to be
their own. The visitor was also required to examine the
handcuffs which those pakehas had tried to put on the
hands of a chief, thus attempting to deprive of caste for
ever him and his descendents. At this point the old chief
showed his elaborate grief and bitterness: "I, Te
Rauparaha, who have been the great friend of the
pakeha, that I should have to pluck the leaves of the
sow-thistle one by one!" He also indicated that he had
been remarkably restrained and had made his point to
the Company's officials by merely killing them, and not
cannabilising them. It was noticed that at this time Te
Rauparaha began to attend Hadfield's services more often
than before, that he had become quite a mihinare
himself, for whatever good that would do his cause. His
Christian son Tamihana went about claiming credit for
the conversion, much to Te Rauparaha's disgust.
For Octavius it was a chance to educate the old
fighter in the merits of peace and restraint and the
processes of law. But he had also to educate the new
Governor, and for that he betook himself to his pen,
pleading for a fair trial of the whole issue, for an
investigation of the land title, taking into account the
Maori notions of land tenure and the rights of
chieftainship (which notions he proceeded to outline in
a series of memoranda). He asked the Governor to
contemplate the possibility that the land company might
have been in the wrong, and Te Rauparaha (well of lies,
the one whose thoughts no man knew) in the right. He

appealed to the Governor's sense of England's civilising
mission, calling for not just a series of treaties with the
Maoris but an active government over them to guide,
educate, and ameliorate. He exhorted the Governor to
"the accomplishment of that which has never yet been
accomplished in the annals of civilisation—the rescuing
of an intelligent aboriginal race from destruction and
rendering them civilised and happy; and by this means
leaving it no longer—now in the middle of the nineteenth
century—problematical, whether the most intelligent and
civilised nation in the world can found a colony among
aboriginals without destroying them."

As for the Paraha-leaf, who was to be the test case
for England's civilising mission, he was obliged by the
insistence of his young pakeha friend to examine the
benefits of peace from a philosophical angle. "E
Harawira, in your thoughts you have the war stop. No
fighting. No raiding. No utu. Bring Heaven down to
Earth. Bring Rangi-nui down again to the arms of
Papa-tu-a-nuku. Close up the space. No good, no good."
Over the blanket the old eyes peered at the pakeha
without joy; the hand clutched the spear that lay as
always at his side. "No fighting, Harawira. Also no
breathing."
It was unfortunate that just at this time when he
was most needed, when there was the hope that he could
restrain the old chief and prevent him from spoiling his
cause by rashness or impatience—unfortunate that just
then Octavius' health gave way. He had lain for some
weeks in his whare, unable any longer to treat himself,
lapsing into fits of delirium in which it sometimes
seemed as if his body was crushed under the totara logs
which lay out in the weather on the church site covered
with weeds. I t was decided that he must be taken to Port
Nicholson to die among the pakehas, where no doubt he
would at last find peace in the arms of his ancestor Jesus
to whom the Christians returned at death.
The Christian converts at Otaki mourned their
stricken leader and filled Octavius' last days with tears
and consolations. Te Rauparaha too arrived down at the
raupo whare, curious to see if Hadfield was as sick as
they told him, and determined to officiate over the
occasion. He viewed the pakeha's departure with regret,
but also with resentment because of the unbuilt church
and because of the many promises of the pakehas which
Hadfield had guaranteed. Now the canoe which had
allowed itself to be moored to the post was betrayed by
a broken lashing. But there was also in his demeanour
some relief at his recovery of freedom. Peace, law,
dealings with the pakehas—who needed these things? A
man's words can be a net for the heart. What if he, Te
Rauparaha, by gentle words, by modesty, had been
caught like a fish, gradually, insidiously, in the net of
Harawira!

piece of greenstone , E Harawira, you are a crafty one. I
at one handle of the basket and you at the other, we
could carry it far!"

The first fruit of Te Rauparaha's new friendship
with his pakeha was that he offered to supply the totara
trees for the columns and ridge-pole of the church that
the Ngati-Awa were planning to build down the coast at
Waikanae. This, he explained, came out of the firm heart
he had toward the peace that Octavius had been building
between the Ngati-Awa and his own tribe. (Since
nobody had suspected him of such a firm heart towards
peace—and did not now—the gesture was all the more
dramatic.) Moreover, he, Te Rauparaha, being the
biggest chief in these parts, had the best groves of totara
trees. If the Ariki Jesus had an appreciation of good
totara, he would surely want the best. (Octavius
remembered the Temple at Jerusalem and the cedars of
Lebanon. Had Solomon also felt dubious about the
contribution of Hiram, King of Tyre?)
Once Te Rauparaha's points and timber had been
accepted ad majorem gloriam Del, and the church at
Waikanae constructed, he announced that a bigger
church still must be built for his own people at Otaki,
and that for this he would supply even bigger totara
trees, so that it would be the biggest House of the Lord
in all of the land of New Zealand. The timber for the
outside, the woven flax for the inside, all this would
come from the Ngati-Raukawa, who were the body of
the church; Harawira was to supply the long windows
from Ingarangi. Had he not brought the light of the
gospel from there?
One could hardly quarrel with the symbolism.
One could, however, wonder what it was doing in the
mouth of Te Rauparaha. Even his own people had a
• proverb for him: Ko te uri o Kapu manawa iti, "No man
knew his thoughts, whether they were for good or evil."
When Octavius questioned him as to his motives, the
Paraha-leaf puckered up his eyes. "E Harawira, perhaps
the Ariki Jesus put it in my heart. Who knows? He told
me he wanted a big church." "So did the builders of the
Tower of Babel," said Octavius, knowing that the
reference was lost and not caring. No doubt the Church
Missionary Society would also like a big church.
The next fruit of the friendship was that when Te
Rauparaha and his wild young nephew Te Rangihaeata
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by Lauri Hendrickson
like sundays
Tacoma Train Station

Down the street
a sunday of empty parks
where children can be anything,

Wait no more for bustle,

the young crawl towards love,

for feathered hats

and the old

and trips to Cincinnati

read wind-swept newspapers

to see sis and the kids

to remember.

waiting at the station.

visions faded to sour sepia
like photographs found

Dining car flowers

in infested attics,

artificial,

like empty parks,

and still withering.

like sundays.

a porter starches his uniform,
stylishly faded.

Staggered windows

Untitled
in winter,

in horizontal weeping,

with faces blurred

a pigeon dodges the rain

like lambs learning to walk in snow,

at Track 3.

the lovers are all in school
while children clamor for spring
in spaded beds.
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Education of a Poker Player
by Barry Bauska

The stories go round
of a chap from San Angelo:
his daddy a boot-legger, gone legit,
and gambler, perennial,
taught the kid early about riffle cuts,
crimped decks, dealing seconds;
gave him his allowance Sundays at noon
had it back by dusk at penny - three cent - nickel
all of it
education in the grand old sense
the pupil painfully eager to learn
lessons from the old master—
about suffering they were never wrong
those old card sharps.

Loser's Bet

Call it then, if you must, an investment
but know when you do what you mean;
do not pretend, like the aging clappers
in front rows of burlesque houses
that the stripper does what she does
for love of them, and not for love of finer things.
Cards do turn up, and horses do run,
as they will: we have not bet them into being,
made the bay any stronger by our trip to the seller,
nor the last ace more likely by that eight-fifty raise.
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We were there first—out of place, a greensward
among grey rows of heads, overcoats, and canes,
and fat ankles stuffed into flat-soled slippers
(slit at the sides to bear old age)—
and felt the falseness of our being young,
felt contrived, somehow, like green belts about the city,
or gazebos in Gulder's Green,
there to suggest that people still lived
as well as died.
While we watched and waited and tried not to count
two hundred old women and a handful of men
crept in to watch the play,
helped one another down the gangway
to view this last entertainment
and saw, as their bonus, our obscenity of life:
Dianne in hot pants, nylons and clogs,
or Frank in bell-bottomed trousers,
his moustache carefully trimmed.
*O.A.P.—Old Age Pensioner
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At St. Paul's

"At St. Paul's," the guide-books assure us,
"the eye is forced constantly upwards, moved inexorably
by spans of arches, raised to Wren's collosal dome—
a heaven inverted for our awe."
I say the guide-books lie. It is down, not up, we gaze:
at lives and stones disappearing through the crypt floor,
at this same floor straining beneath Wellington's funeral train,
at stairs spinning past by hundreds as we mount to galleries
to look down upon smallness, betraying our own.
"The cockneys all love St. Paul's," we learn,
but St. Paul's keeps them cockney too;
lets them believe and makes them accept
circles and centres, Wellington and Nelson,
second-class carriage-seats and pee in their phone booths.

Pub Lunch

At The Bull and Bush
the doggie ate the bangers*
put them away
bite by bite
by the dusty flowers
of the rug,
ate them—
every one—
with relish.

*bangers—sausages
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by Nancy Gudger

Called Upon
Nineteenth summer:
Doesn't sex always begin with flaunting inaccessibility?
Hot bodied 'gainst fresh-washed sheets
Tensely ripe
Pliantly aware
Casually nerved
I am protected
Duenna'd from the summer blood
inside the ivory shell
Tissue round the rose.

Grandpa's house:
Aren't all grandfathers a little in love with their granddaughters?
Safe to hold the withered hand
Blush the pallid cheek
with sparks
of suns that were for him
and fires will burn for me
I flicker 'mong the doilies
with teasing smiles
and glints of young
Highlighting long agoes.

Cabala

for Sally--who may be lost still
"'What's your name?' said the big policeman.
'Sally.'
'Sally what?'
'Sally Sally.'"

One day in June:
And don't we always break their hearts?
Bounds athlete up the steps
Strikes doorbell like the state fair
Test-Your-Strength
He's tan against lace curtains
Straw sun-strands framed by beiging walls
Faint flush of perspiration streaks the dying air
Congeals the dust of age
Grandfather fades to pale afghans
For swift we've out the door.

Vivian Ota

One, two, five, seven
Here I come
They're
Always ready
—never not
Secreted in the twilight world
Like aces up a sleeve

Have You Ever Received a Black Kiss?

?How do they know
?What deja-vu
What game mapped in advance
Draws them to place
Magneticly
Like race cars in a slot

A comment on my mother's upcoming remarriage
!inkle me
!inkle me

My mother giggles now
a hint for the
!crippled boy

With back-seat admiration
As I were seventeen
And she a watching thirty-nine
Cave-in ago—in father's gentle deathness
even then

Mistletoe eyed
She princess waits for dates
with rosebud vase
And chews his licorice thoughtful

STAR BRIGHT STAR BRIGHT
Can't we play by the rules?
Alley Ally Oxen Freeze

Come out Come out wherever
you come
out
come
out

for the time to be again

()it's getting
awful
dark
out
here
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really a smile since she never opened her lips for it; she
just curved her mouth a bit.
"Thanks," she said, and started to move swiftly
away.
"Wait!" said Harker, wanting to show intelligent
interest. "Experiments? Are you in science?"
"What?" she asked, drawing her thin brows
together. "Oh, science! You mean at college. No. I'm in
Home Ec."
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'Oh, yes," said Harker. Trapped in his limited
academic experience, unable to make the smallest
remark about Home Ec, he could only come up with "I
guess that'swhat in my day the girls took in high school
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and called Domestic Science."

,

"I guess," she echoed in the sweet blank voice.
"Well," he said, "let Mrs. Poole know if you

'N...

dream up any revolutionary new foodstuffs," and

V. Coles

Hitterdal

immediately feared she would take this for sarcasm
about her lack of effort in the kitchen. But she smiled
the almost-smile again, blinked in the hall light, and
vanished soundlessly through her door.
She was beginning to bother him. He even thought
about her at the office. Was it a sign of his general

by Esther Wagner
Michael Harker had had an old-fashioned
education and upbringing, of which he was often made
to feel ashamed. When his wife died and he moved with
his small son David to another town, he was impelled in
his loneliness to seek the sort of house and household he
had always longed for—with a longing he was now
unable to fight. So he bought a huge old house on a lot
so large it was almost a park.
The house was one of the last of its kind in the
town—indeed in the country, thought Harker—and his
mind filled with a savory blend of shame and pleasure
whenever he walked through its long halls, glanced into
its big rooms and up at its high ceilings, sensed its dark
corner, roomy attic, and many-chambered basement.
Harker had never been poor, and was now almost
rich. But his adult life had been lived in houses very

mode, and so spare that you thought "She's been
sick!--until you remembered how today's models look.
But there was the strange youthful glow of that

out-of-touchness and old-fashionedness that he felt so
odd about this very unsingular girl? Or was there
something fishy about her?

pale skin, triumphing over livid make-up; the victorious
deep red of her lips, the rich red-brown of her eyes, the
sheen on her black straight hair, and the careless power
in her swift walk. Harker knew they were all beyond the
gift of any cosmetic house or modeling school. She had,
too, the glorious confident mindlessness which helped
him feel she was the contemporary feature he needed in
his household. She knew nothing about anything. She
could only make peanut butter sandw iches and Instant
chocolate milk for David; Mrs. Poole found this
unsatisfactory, and insisted on her own menus for the

He had a good friend in the town, a social worker
who had been a college friend of his wife's. Hilda Grose
had done a lot of work among "difficult" young people.
Harker called her up, and was soon comfortably settled
in her little apartment, confiding in her while he swirled
and rattled ice in his fat glass.

boy.
Harker knew that this was quite standard, and
that it was Mrs. Poole who really needed re-education.
Yet he had to admit that the sitter made him obscurely

different from this. His wife had liked breakfast nooks,
dining areas, bedrooms on the same floor as the living

uncomfortable. He disliked seeing her bend over David.
The long body, the long neck, the long black

room, half basements, patios. Largeness in a house was
for her a matter of windows. Harker's houses had all

hair ... well, Harker knew he was being absurd, and he

looked out on the world. The inward-looking,
closing-out houses of his boyhood had become identified
in his mind with backwardness and unenlightenment.
He hired the most old-fashioned of household
help, a plump, kindly woman named Mrs. Poole, who
lived on the third floor. Harker, who in his married life
had known only cleaning women, cateresses, and
baby-sitters, felt guilty about this comfort, too. It was
altogether too reminiscent of his mother's and
grandmother's establishments. He felt he was
backsliding, and backsliding with a voluptuous sense of
sin.
When an opportunity for reparation presented
itself, he was only too glad to take advantage of it. He
hired a baby-sitter, who had never done anything in her
life but baby-sit. Harker felt familiar with her; she was
like the help hired by his late wife in that she didn't do
very much. But by paying her the small weekly sum
which she asked for as "pocket-money," and allowing
her to occupy a little basement room, formerly the
gardener's apartment, he could tell himself that he was
not only helping the girl get a college education but that
he was doing an expected thing—hiring a baby-sitter.
Moreover, the girl did not violate the beloved
spirit of his house. She seemed much at home amid the
non-Philippine mahogany paneling and blue grasspaper
of the dining room; she had wanted the spooky little
basement room, rather than anything upstairs. In some
secret way she responded to the old house, and Harker
valued this.
The girl was so young that it was hard to imagine
her ever, outside real childhood, looking any younger;
but then, Harker realized slowly, it was hard to imagine
her, outside real middle-age, looking any older either.
She was extremely pale, with a kind of luminous pallor
which Harker easily recognized as the prevailing fashion
in make-up. She was lean and tall, also in the prevailing
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knew too, guiltily, that he was something his last wife
had called "over-read." His mind was haunted by images
derived from his book-loving youth and his rather
obsessive taste for old books, a taste which he felt was a
sign of arrested development. He knew that after college
it was expected you would forget all that. But he
couldn't. And the girl reminded him of the blood-stained
mouths of Borgia legend, of the deadly races and
phosphorescent beauties emanating from the victims and
initiates of great Count Dracula.
Harker had always thought these old romantics
very pleasant, and had even thought warmly of the
Count when he bought the old house, and imagined as a
visitor to those tall rooms the lord of the dark Castle.
But he gradually found these associations unpleasant in
connection with the baby-sitter. He avoided the girl;
after all, it wasn't her fault. She did not get home from
college till early evening, and he never saw her leave in
the morning. She was easy to avoid.
But one evening she appeared in the front
hallway, coming in from a little-used entrance that led to
the pantries, just as he was preparing to leave for an
evening of work at his office. Nervous as always in her
presence, he asked if she had enjoyed her dinner. She
stared at him.
"Dinner?" she said. "Oh. That. Well, I haven't had
it yet. But I wanted to ask you a favor."
Harker welcomed this.
"I saw this little kiln in your workshop down
there," she said in her-sweet, small, stupid voice, so thin
and silvery for one so tall and striking. "I like those
things. I had one of my own, but I wrecked it
experimenting. It got all burned out and stinky. But if
you'd let me use that little one I know I wouldn't wreck
it. I see nobody uses it."
"David doesn't care for it," said Harker quickly.
"Please have it."
She gave him her little blank-eyed smile—not

"Well, did you check?" said Miss Grose in her
most commonsensical way, sounding exactly like his
wife when she had been faced with a domestic problem:
bored, but ready to come to grips. "References?"
"Of course I called the college. They said she was
okay; never been a resident there, but she gets some
money from a relative abroad—sort of Continental
background. But she was born in this country, and
makes the rest with these part-time jobs. Grades okay.
Really no trouble of any sort."
'Well, Mike!" said Miss Grose. "Anyway, it's nice
you stopped by." She grinned at him in friendly scorn.
Then she felt sorry.
"Look," she said, "can't you be a little more
down-to-earth about what bothers you with the girl? All
you've told me is that there's no boy friend trouble, no
klepto trouble, no noise trouble, no trouble with David
you can put your finger on. She looks weird—what girl
doesn't, if she goes in for the business, the clothes and
posture and hair and make-up now? What exactly—"
"Well," he said, shamefaced but stubborn, "why
does a girl like that want to live in our house? You saw it
before I bought it and you thought I was crazy.
Remember the basement, that little gardener's room?
That's the room she wanted! And she came to me for
the job, you know. What if she lets somebody through
one of those basement doors? What if she goes out and
stays all night and I don't know anything about it? What
is she's hiding somebody down there?"
"Oh, Lord! You've been watching too many
midnight television shows. But look: why don't you just
get rid of her?"
"I can't do that!" Harker meant it.
"Okay, okay! So if anything happens—I mean
really happens—call me. You wonder if there's
something funny about the kid; brother, with the ones I
see every day, you wouldn't have to do any wondering.
Betcha one thing: your little Miss Weird-0 isn't going to
have any surprises for this old girl."
Harker lost a dog, and a neighbor lost a dog. David
had some bad nightmares, about which he was very
close-mouthed. Mrs. Poole complained just a bit
about a smell coming up through the registers. Harker
found a dead cat in the garbage can.
On an obscure impulse, wishing to "check" once
more, he called up the college again. The Dean of
Women allowed him to perceive that she was used to
these vague, troublesome calls from fussy people who
didn't quite know what they were calling about. He tried
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hard to expel the question of the sitter from his
conscious mind. Then once he saw her gliding down the
main staircase, looking incredibly vital and dead-pale. He
spoke quite sharply to her.
"Miss Graves!" he said. She did indeed look
gravely at him as she came down.
"Aren't you going anywhere? I, uh, I rather
thought someone your age would be going—do you have
friends at the college?" He felt, like an object inside his
ears, the heavy weight of his own mean inquisitiveness.
"Why, sure," she told him calmly. "I'm going to a
dance right now."
"The dress is very nice," said Harker lamely, and
indeed it was a striking affair of black silk, with a broad
band of red going diagonally across the front like some
knightlyorder. Perhaps nice wasn't the word, but
"Thank you, Mr. Harker," said the Graves girl
demurely, and passed him.
Harker read late that night, determined to gather a
few facts, make some concrete observations, rid his
mind. He left enough doors open, including the door to
the basement stairs, so that he could keep reasonable
track. She came in fairly late, but not very; she did come
in from the garden, though—through one of the
basement doors to which he had not known she had a
key.
Suddenly he heard a wild scream from the upper
floor. David cried with his nightmares, but this scream
was new. Yet, with a curious steady impulse, Harker
went not upstairs but down. As he ran to the basement
he heard Mrs. Poole pattering along the upper hall to
David's room.
Miss Graves was not in her little bedroom. The
door was open; he could see her chenille bedspread, her
writing table with the kiln in the middle of it, a bunch of
shiny glass jars; but she was in the little basement
bathroom just down the passageway.
To Harker's stark amazement he found himself
pounding on the bathroom door. He heard an ordinary
splashing from within, of faucet water running in a

UnAe Kim

Self portrait

basin, but there was no answer to his knock. He ground
"Oh, that's Celia," said Miss Graves. "Celia

"What'd I tell you?" said Miss Grose over the

Miss Graves was bent over, brushing her teeth. She

Graves. My cousin. She's at the college too. I thought

dinner he had to buy her the next day. "It's usually

straightened and reached with a darting gesture for a

you wouldn't mind, Mr. Harker. She was at the party

family. That poor kid! Both of them come from broken

towel, which she applied immediately to her face.

with me. I know I should have asked, but it was so late, I

homes. Cynthia feels more like a sister than a cousin to

Harker stared. She buried her face in the towel, wiped

didn't think you'd—" The other pale girl gave nothing

Celia. Looks out for her. Gets her invited to college

and blotted. When she raised her head to look at him,

but a numb half-smile.

parties; pretends she's a student, but she works

his teeth, swore, thrust open the unlocked door.

her red-brown eyes were more red than brown.
Had he made her cry? But he stared in gaping

"It's all right," said Harker confusedly. He
brushed past and went up to David and Mrs. Poole.

the stained toothbrush still in her other hand, at the thin

terrible old uncle in some weird part of Europe. He
sends Cynthia a little money every year, but ignores

horror at the reddening towel with which she had wiped
away the pink froth he had seen all over her mouth; at

somewhere downtown. Only relative they have is some

But the next day he called up Miss Grose and
made a date with her for dinner.

Celia. Cynthia helps Celia, and it's clear they're sort of
mutually dependent. The lie was just a reflex. Ignore the

streak and blotches of red on the washstand, escaped

"Well, something did happen."

whole thing, Mike! Those kids have had tough times. Let

from the water's cleansing tide.

"You mean the kid's got pyorrhea?" said Hilda

her have Celia there whenever she wants! What skin is it

Miss Graves herself had to break the silence.

Grose. Harker enjoyed her smile; he'd not seen a real

off you? Don't give her reason to lie and evade, then the

"What is it?" she asked, and turned away to put

smile for some time.

lies and evasions stop. Rudiments! Come on, I'll buy you
a drink at home and play you some new records. You'll

up her toothbrush, wipe the basin top, and turn off the

"I only told you that because I thought the laugh

water. Harker was still speechless. When she turned back

on me was coming to you. I mean the other girl. This

to him, her mouth dropped at its soft curling corners

Celia. So I was right, there's been somebody else in and

"That kid loves your house, Mike. You've done a

and her face was full of a strange, dark woe.

out. She looks queer, too, queerer than my Miss Graves,

good thing for her. They can't ever come out with their

if you want to know."

gratitude, but I'm grateful to you, Mike, on the kid's

"Mr. Harker!" she said, her thin little voice rising.

still get home early.

account." He responded warmly to her kind smile.

Harker gesticulated toward the towel.

"How could that be?"

know," she said mournfully, and her head
hung. "It's terrible. It's always been so terrible, ever

"Okay! I called up the college. That damned dean.

But he didn't get home early, after all. Mrs. Poole

She tells me there's no other Graves at the college—just

called him at Miss Grose's to tell him that a terrible thing

since I was a kid! Nobody can do anything about it, no

mine, Cynthia Graves. So mine was lying."

had happened and the house was full of police. A police

"I

matter what the ads say, Mr. Harker, I've just got pink
toothbrush, sensitive gums. They bleed and bleed. I wish

Miss Grose had to admit she was getting
interested.

officer spoke to him and told him a girl's body had
turned up in his alley. The officer didn't want to ask the

"All right, Mike," she said. "Funny family

housekeeper to take a look; she was too old. Shock. A

Harker felt with a cruel, glad pang of

goings-on somewhere—it's usually that. Look: send your

neighbor had found the body. The police ambulance was

self-castigation that he had done an enormous thing. He

Cynthia over to me tomorrow afternoon on some

there; would he meet them at the morgue?

knew how these minor defects could damage a girl's idea

errand. I can talk to these kids. I'll bet you another

Hilda Grose went with him, for she honestly

of herself, break her confidence, haunt her with

dinner I can tell you a lot about this Celia after I'm

feared that he was going to have an attack of some sort.

humiliation,

through."

you—" Her voice trailed away.

Remorse and terror drained the blood from Harker's
ruddy face. Knowing him, she was sure he'd find some

"These things go away," he muttered awkwardly.

way to blame himself.

"I'm terribly sorry ... shouldn't, wouldn't ever crash in

When he got home that night he had no trouble

like this, but I had to ask you about David. We're having

finding Miss Graves. She was in the kitchen, boiling

In the car he began to mutter.

trouble with him. I couldn't make you hear—" And he

water. Harker asked what she was making.

"Poor kid, poor kid! You just don't know, Hilda!

felt himself blushing, heard himself stammering.

"Instant," she said tranquilly.

You don't know how I ... Why, I used to amuse myself,

"The nightmares?" she spoke again in her small

"Did Mrs. Poole order it for you?" he asked in a

pretending that what I saw about her was that she was a

crystal voice. "I heard him yell, down the register. I

fussy, hosty tone. Mrs. Poole never served it and had

vampire or werewolf or something! Why, I used to sit

went in there once when he woke up and he nearly had a

always seemed to him completely ignorant of the

there for hours handing myself a laugh, thinking the

fit yelling. Mrs. Poole said I'd better not go in to him

product. He had not missed it.

again. Didn't she tell you?"
"Well, I thought you—do you know about any
stories he's heard, programs he's seen—anything that
could be behind this?"
She shook her head. Harker backed away,
muttering his apologies. But as he turned, he tensed up

Instant she brewed for herself was instant blood, that

"What? Oh! I don't drink coffee. I make this

her sort didn't need to suck any more because of

other stuff, sort of soup, like, in that kiln you gave me. I

modern science glass jars cats and dogs, raw

just come up for the water."

blood for Instant ... Why, I used to think, well, she

He told her of the favor he wished to ask her.

can't really be a vampire—she goes to classes all day and

When she heard of the call on Miss Grose, a little wary

everybody knows they can't get around by day The

look crossed her face.

dean knows her, she's there all day... So I'd hand

again, for there in the basement passageway, bare feet on

"What time?"

myself a laugh: I'd think, well, she's the new type

his linoleum, stood a girl he had never seen, wearing a

"Late afternoon. I know you have some late

vampire; she's not interested in David anyway, more

flannel bathrobe. He shouted at her, "Who are you?"

'classes. Just go when you can." She nodded. Apparently

interested in just staying in the house, wouldn't risk her

taken aback, outraged by her pale thick-skinned

the wary look had come simply from the thought of

place ... after all, they have their housing problems;

thick-featured face, her stolid expression. Miss Graves

having to alter her schedule. Harker, a man of schedules

moved quickly to his side. The stranger was silent.

not lightly rearranged, felt this reassuring.
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Four Sonnets
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A stand of firs in green evergreen mist
Is where he stands, then lines of rain drive down
Making the swelling limbs to drip showers
Of deep green drops that cleanse his face and heart.
He stands beside a trunk, awaits the lull,
Awaits the swelling aboreal tide
Of crispy liquid air to take him on
Into the soothing dusk, away from door.
His feet fall softly on the ferny ground,
The tendrils brush cold drops along his legs.
Above his head, beyond his sight, the clouds
Fly past the misted silver moon. His mind
Still holds the persian blue and Ella's hand,
His lilly's ring !azurite in candle light.
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Like cantatas of Stradella sings the radiance
Of Ella. Shadowless up to my feet
Her lilting glimmerings instill jewel light in
Red rhododendrons and green dendrite
Tilted stones which crest before me like a crown.
Celtic Ella, erudite, illuminates me from
Twilight—me, a-ring with light,
Not slothily settled on the ground nor nettled
By the petalled crowd. The dolmens' dewy
Distillations ripple sparkles down slick green stones:
Aqua-emeralds, ruby bells, elemental
Congregations filing into hallowed dell.
Eyes like azure quite bright white with all
The cellos of candle light: pellumined night.

We bourgeois boys must push our way, like mushrooms,
To the sun. It's then we find the orb's not
There but hid behind the bent oak-tree and
Loath to touch the green ground-moss wherein we've
Made our dome-head homes. We are the crop of
Magic mirth and watch our short hours' thread
Run wildly on ahead of the plucking basket-girls.
There are no hawks in the gyre-less sky
There only lurks the flickering, wayward sun that
Threats us with the blackening burn and
Wilted death. Yet girls come on from their
Cottage homes and pour us into their silky dresses.
They know the ways of the willows' wind
And taste our asp-like joys when stars are flickering.

a.

Like a fool in a one act play without the time
To develop himwith I scuttledown to your
Place downtown and ask if night-life should be
Red. Why must the signs on the black streets shine
And why must the cars be all dripping and wet?
Why must I walk in the drizzle and slop
Of busses, drunkards, and the miserable rain that
Pours me into death? Am I so spent and
Made effete that the sloth you give me makes
Content? Am I so dull and poor, a wretch,
That no better seems to me fit? Ah, adventure,
Adventure, magnificent beast, why don't you
Come and give release from the ravening gutter
That slurps beneath my soul? Save me, sheer kin.
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Dons La Lune
by Georgette K. Anderson
Je refle.chis souvent
dans la lune. . .
Le vent souffle
travers les grands arbres-mirages.
Les feuilles tremblantes
sursautent avec la sensation
de la fraicheur.

•

Le soleil couchant
qui baignait les bois
Maintenant absorbe
la derniere radiation
du jour.
Les chants des grillons
vacillent dans la nuit
Les grenouilles jalouses
croassent interminablement
Leur harmonie fournit la musique
dans l'obscurite.
Non, il ne fait pas noir, ni obscur,
Les etoiles brillantes
Ajoutent ce que
Le soleil a emporte.
Cet endroit herbeux
oi je me couche
Ma retraite
apres les soucis du jour
Me reconforte dans mon chagrin.
Je m'endors, contente.
Seulement de me rendre compte
Que letais
Dans la lune.

Deborah Murphy

Egyptian Birds

Mors Cogitatio

Nuit Orientale
by Michel Rocchi
Sur un jardin farde de lune
L'ombre noire d'un olivier s'arrondit.
Sur la joue pale d'une brune
Un amant a pose sa bouche.
A pleines mains il a pris sa tete
Comme une urne qui verse un liqueur
Qui aurait pense qu'une petite gargoulette
Aurait tant a boire et tant a gouter?
Mais quand les ailes de la nuit se sont ouvertes
Les serments de toujours on les a fait.
Les palmiers se reveillaient sur le sable
Et les etoiles voyageaient a l'autre ceste.
Maintenant je me souviens du lever de ce beau jour
01) tu etais silencieuse de desir mais epanouie d'amour.
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J'ai recu des yeux et l'on m'a dit regarde
J'ai beau regarder je n'ai rien vu.
J'ai recu un coeur on m'a dit en garde
J'ai beau le faire je l'ai deja perdu.
J'ai recu une tete on m'a dit pense
Si je le fais que serait ma sentence?

C'est La Vie
Avant de bien sourire, on quitte son enfance.
Avant d'assez savoir, la jeunesse n'est plus.
Tout nous semble bref que l'on est emu
Qu'avant de comprendre on perd son existence.

Mon Paradis
On me propose d'echanger mon jardin terrestre
Pour un Paradis lointain et celeste
Entre un chemin de bonheur et une pelouse argent&
J'y vais volontiers;
Mais qu'on me laisse emporter
Un de mes pots de giroflees.
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Second Horseman

Greg Hawkins

Your Soul Sings
by Linda L. Woodson
As I watch the stage crew set up for the spring
student recital I begin to wish again that I were going to
be playing in it. But I understand why they can't let me;
it would be unfair to a lot of people from whom I have
already snatched a bit of glory.
People are beginning to stream into the hall now.
A few of the music professors head for the balcony.
Seeing Mr. Winton again I would still say he looks more
like a literature professor than the good pianist he is. I
remember on the first day of class piano last fall I
expected some huge bearded Hungarian with coarse eyes
and a directing baton to come striding in. Mr. Winton
could have been another student. He was slight and fair,
almost sickly until you noticed the gentle glint in his eye
and the firmness of his cheeks. Without saying a word to
us he went to the piano and began to play. I still don't
know the name of the piece, but I'll never forget it. At
first the music seemed to fill the room with oak trees
and clear streams and onyx, as if it would last for a
thousand years. Soon it begged me to cry. I struggled
with my confused emotions. Without warning I
discovered that a smile had crossed my facr There was
now a place of solitude and peace far away, compelling
me to reach out for it. Suddenly there was that startled
coldness of machinery, an overpowering force pounding
through the room. It faded slowly into the delicate
heartbeat of fragility. "That is what a piano is for, to be
used as an instrument for versatility of expression." And
then I knew I had been right to take piano, that I would
love it.

I arrived a little early to find the juries running a

I was a little surprised to see Mr. Matthews
standing in the hall but more that he spoke to me.

door playing my piece over again in my mind. I

"Miss Garrett? I know you must be pleased. Mrs.
Randall and I had to argue to convince Mr. Winton that

concentrated on which muscles needed to move and
which didn't. I began to wish I hadn't worn my long
jumper.

anyone who performed that beautifully under the
pressure of a jury deserved high marks."

Finally someone asked me to come in and I

I smiled and said "thank you," not really
expecting anything else from him.

realized that I wasn't as scared as I could have been. Mr.
Winton was wrapped in a chair near the corner of the
room. Mr. Matthews was sitting gracefully in a large
overstuffed chair. Another professor I didn't know had
settled herself comfortably on a small couch opposite
Mr. Matthews. Centered in all this was the massive grand
piano. I sat down at it and tried to look calm.
"Are you ready to begin?" asked Mr. Winton,
sounding as if he were asking me if I had finished.
I nodded and closed my eyes. I took a deep breath
to keep from hurrying. I was just going to send a
message to my hand muscles when J remembered what
Mr. Winton had said that first day of class about the
piano providing for the versatility of expression.
Suddenly I saw that my piece brought snow to my mind
when I played it. I began, trembling a little at this
realization. My mind began to wander as it often did
when I practiced. I thought of the birds I had seen
scurrying in the snow on my way to the jury. The next
part of the piece reminded me of melting snow dripping
off trees. I no longer concentrated on myself. I thought
of what the music said to me. The music had become
snow and snow had become music. .
I think the professors could tell. I finished before
I was aware of beginning, and focused my attention on
the professors. Winton had relaxed considerably and his
eyes were brighter. The professor on the couch sat up

The tension is unbelievable in this place. The hum
and whiz of activity and crackling anticipation surges
among the spectators and the musicians waiting for the
saI

whole thing to begin.
Mr. Matthews, the resident piano artist, is coming
in with his wife now. The department converted an old
practice room into a spacious office for Matthews when
he finally agreed to come here. There are beautiful bay
windows that overlook the quadrangle. They put a baby
grand beside them and even contributed a candelabra for
effect. Mr. Matthews jokes that he is going to have to
write Campus Suite to repay them for their generosity.
The first student plays a piece I've heard many
times before. Even though I try to concentrate, all my
mind can center on is last fall's jury.
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couldn't believe it and seeing was not believing.

half hour behind schedule. Some students went
downstairs to the practice rooms. I stood outside the

straighter as if someone else had come into the room.
Matthews surprised me. All the expression had left his
face and his eyes seemed to be in a world very far away.
Mr. Winton thanked me and said the grades would be
posted on his office door that evening at six.
As I went out the door Mr. Matthews opened his
mouth as if to say something, but closed it. I went back
to study in the library.
That evening the gathering of music students was
loitering near Mr. VVinton's office. The grades appeared
on the door, almost unnoticed for a moment. Everyone
crowded around the list.
"Hey, someone in class piano got an A—someone
named Garrett."
I just turned around and headed down the hall. I

"Excuse me, Miss Garrett. Do you have a minute
or two? I'd like to discuss something with you in my
office."
That was the first time I had seen Mr. Matthew's
office and I decided that everyone needed a candelabra
on his piano.
"You did splendidly this morning. You play
well."
"I think it's just that I have good rhythm. I used
to dance ballet."
"No, you have more than rhythm. Your soul
sings. In everything you do, telling a story, writing,
laughing, your soul sings. When you play, your soul and
the piano are not two separate entities; they are one,
singing in perfect pitch and tune. Your soul sings. That is
why I want to work with you, to help you discover your
soul."
He paused and looked at me. When I said nothing
he continued.
"You are severely limited in an academic pursuit
of music because you are not a music major. However, I
do see something in you that seeks to express itself. I am
willing to take you on.privately as an overload to my
regular number of students. Are you willing?"
I was quite surprised at his suggestion. I thought
my pursuit of piano was through for the most part, yet
he made it sound as if it were all just beginning.
"Are you sure you want to?"
"I'm sure."
'Well, okay then, fine."
"When you get back from vacation, stop by and
we'll set up a time."
I haven't even noticed the people performing.
After this one will be the intermission. Hal will be the
first after intermission. I wish he could have finished his
own piece to play. But he still only has half of it. I hope
he does well because I know how anxious he is.
"Hello, Elizabeth. Have you enjoyed the first
half?"
"Yes, Mr. Matthews, though I must admit it is
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difficult for me to concentrate on listening. I find my
mind continually wandering to thoughts of my own
piano experience."
"I understand. I'm really sorry that we couldn't
have convinced Mr. Reynolds to let you play. People
should hear you.
My whole insides cringe. I hope Mr. Matthews
doesn't notice as he leaves to talk to some other people.
Neither of us needs to remember that there was once
doubt to my talent.
By the middle of March I hated going to the
sessions. I hated him. He made me practice twice as
much as he had when we started. What he had been
awakening me to excited me, but I couldn't even see
that any more. He had me practice in his office to make
sure that I did. He always had some comment for the
way I played something. I couldn't always keep my
voice down. It had become too much.
"Leave me alone! I can't possibly get any more
accomplished today. You work me too hard! I've got
mid-terms coming up. I've got to have time to work for
my classes."
"If you worked at it you could find the time!" he
snapped.
"Worked! Do you realize that in the past week
I've spent over sixteen hours playing this stupid piano
for you? Two hours every weeknight, two hours
Saturday afternoon, and whenever you can fit me in on
afternoons. It's too much! You barely seem to be there
with your students and you haven't seen one in over two
weeks. Why! Because you think you saw something in
me. Well, you were wrong! There's nothing there! Go
back to your music majors who'll teach high school
orchestra. They need you! But forget your silly ideas
about my playing. I hate piano!" I began to cry and
brought down my fists on the keyboard again and again.
Mr. Matthews grabbed me by the wrists and
dragged me to the door. "You're right, you'll never be
an artist. I was stupid to think so! Get out!"
I ran across campus without knowing where I was
going. Tears streamed down my cheeks.
I would cry now but they're starting again and I
want to listen to Hal. He's playing the two pieces that
inspired him to write his own. Oh, to hear that piece of
Hal's, but he needs to find the end to it.
Even after being thrown out of Mr. Matthew's
office I couldn't stay away from the music building. If I
couldn't be an artist at least I still feasted on and savored
music. I spent my time wandering the halls among the
practice rooms, careful to avoid an encounter with Mr.
Matthews. One day in my wanderings I began to think of
the vastness of the sky and how it still seemed so
instense. I wondered if I could talk to the sky and what I
would learn. Suddenly I realized I hadn't really been
thinking at all. Around the corner I came upon an open
door. The young man seated at the piano was tall and
slim with brown hair that curled on his forehead and
neck. His fingers were long and square. The sharp
straightness of his nose gave his profile a Scandinavian
appearance. Abruptly, he quit playing and sat staring at
the half-filled sheets of music in front of him.
I said hello quietly, yet he started at my voice.
"Did you write that?"
"I still am writing it. I'm stuck. The rest won't
come."
He played it again. I remembered what Mr.
Matthews had said so long ago. People's souls sing. Hal
was trying to let his soul sing, but he wasn't free yet.
Now as Hal plays his two selections his soul is as
close as I've seen it to being free. I understand now that
to free your soul, to let it sing, you have to be willing to
do nothing else. I think that the rest of Hal's piece will
come sooner than he expects. I wish that I could help
him.
After I had finished mid-terms I couldn't

I asked as he turned to leave.
"Hal. He heard you playing and he knew you

trouble if you aren't careful. Both of you, get out of this
office before I change my mind."

deserved to be worked with. If he could see it, it must be
there."
I smiled. After Mr. Matthews closed the door I

So now that this recital is over I'm still a little
sorry that I couldn't play in it. But, in other ways, if I

listened for his footsteps. When I heard none I began the

had, I couldn't have learned so much about how I feel.
They're giving huge sprays of roses to the women. Their
fragrance fills the air with victory and a strange sense of

first piece. It was beautiful and I was glad to be at a
piano again.
The hall awed me. Rows and rows of seats were
just oVer my right shoulder. Above them hung the
balcony. Usually while I practiced the only lights were
over the piano. The only real thing in the entire hall
seemed to be the piano. I didn't feel right. I felt cut off
from the world. It was worse than being in the practice
carrels. I decided that my music was a part of reality and
it made me more aware of reality. In desperation I
pulled open the drapes of the huge windows. Outside lay
a real world with real clouds in a real sky, with real
people. I was a part of it. I didn't care who saw me. I
just wanted to know that my world inside was a part of
the world out there.
Someone now is playing the music I would have
played if I had been allowed to participate in this recital.
It doesn't surprise me that I feel I could have done a
better job. But it is for justified reasons that I could not
play. Mr. Matthews was sticking his neck out even to
suggest it to the department head. He said he brought
me along so he wouldn't be treated as harshly. I don't
think I helped.

stand it any longer. I had to play and I hadn't in over
three weeks. Not playing affected my studies even more
than when I did play. But when I went to Mr. Matthews
I found that I had convinced him too well. He left for a
lesson with the words that he couldn't help me. I sat and
played his piano for a while and lost myself in the music.
Later I found out that I hand't even noticed Hal
listening to me at the doorway.
A few days later Mr. Matthews called to have me
meet him in the recital hall.
"This is where you will practice from now on.
Here are three new pieces for you to work on. This is a
schedule for when you'll be able to be in here to

is the student recital? And you come asking for favors?"
"I'm sorry I've neglected my students. But they're
nothing compared to Elizabeth here. She's fantastic. I
just want you to let her play in the recital, even though
she is not in the department."
"You know I can't do that. I won't deny that

practice. I will listen every Tuesday and Friday
afternoon."
'Mr. Matthews, why? What changed your mind?"

Elizabeth is good, if you say so. But I think you're going
mad. You neglect your students, you show exceeding
favoritism, and then you come with this. You'll be in
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Flowering Tree

"Matthews, what are you trying to pull? All I've
heard are complaints from your students that you've
barely given them a word of encouragement. You
haven't been to a single lesson in two weeks. May I
remind you that next week is iury week? The week after

freedom. Everyone is leaving now, turning their backs to
the evening. Music swarms in my head and hangs in the
air. I can recount every piece I heard. They were
separate, yet each was joined to the next. I know my
own soul now. I want to let it sing more than anything
else I can imagine.

The hall is still and empty. A few lights center on
the grand piano. She creeps on to the stage and sits at
the grand piano. The world before her is absolute—black
and white, shining and glaring. Yet the stark light only
causes her to wish to free her soul.
She plays for hours that seem like moments. Her
soul is free and has found its song.
She finishes playing, Just outside the circle of
light stands Hal, clutching a forgotten fallen rose. He
gives it to Elizabeth and begins to applaud. She is
expressionless and motionless. She can't even smile. He
can't stop applauding. In his eyes she can see that his
soul is singing too.

by Brooks Hull
Hawk
The Hawk,
In flight is a flying hawk,
In hunting, a hunting hawk,
In fight is a fighting hawk.
But when he folds his wings,
And his stomach is full,
And his homeland secure,
he is alone.
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A Psychological Concept Embedded in Some
Idiomatic and Metaphorical Expressions
by Philip E. Hager
Like unearthed fossils which speak of an older
world, an older life, contemporary language often reveals
the imprint of certain ancient beliefs. Embedded in our
language, for instance, appears evidence for the longevity
of the concept that each individual possesses a
Doppelganger and that in situations of stress he may
figuratively dissociate himself from himself and embrace
another kind of reality involving his alter ego.
Note, for example, the alteration of bodily size
and shape suggested in the language describing situations
involving certain emotional pressure or trauma. A friend
tells us that a certain experience made him feel small or
that so-and-so ought not to belittle himself. On another
occasion someone remarks that an acquaintance,
overworked because absorbed in too many activities, is
spreading himself too thin. Other social incidents are
captured in expressions which represent more serious
dislocation. An individual can come all apart. He can be
all broken up. He can go all to pieces. He can even ride
off in all directions.

...MISS WEIRD-0
they've learned to adapt ... Then I'd laugh, I'd
that poor kid, with her broken-home
laugh .
background and her pink toothbrush ... and me,
laughing!"
Miss Grose was at a loss. She couldn't even believe
he had laughed as he said he had; he was too emotional

Various social situations are condensed in
metaphorical expressions which range from allusions to
slight modifications of an individual's contour to
amputation, decapitation, and psychic splitting. The
seriousness of the situation is not necessarily reflected in
the extent of transformation of the individual's identity.
Many expressions involve dismemberment. An
athletic coach cautions a team member to keep his head.
A parent urges a child to contain himself before he flips
his top—or lid. Anyone can lose face or his head or
mind or wits.
Other expressions concern separating the
individual from himself, as it were. For example, an
individual may in some social contexts give himself
away. A schoolboy shouts to a playmate, "Go chase
yourself!" and his friend retorts, "Get lost!" The
introspective, confused adolescent who wishes to find
himself may begin by taking a good look at himself. A
bereaved person may seek some return to normality by
losing himself in his work or may perhaps discover
consolation in the biblical observation that "he that

old-fashioned households full of servants and shifting
generation-patterns. And all that reading ... well,

prelude."
Harker was moved by this most unexpected
revelation of Miss Grave's calm faith. Still, his regressive

She stuck with him when they went in for the
identification, for she was now seriously worried about
Harker's condition. She had gathered that something

anywhere that way, always evading, always refusing to
face up to things.

pretty gruesome was involved. But when the sheet was
pulled down, neither she nor Harker even shrank from

"I can help you, Mike. I'm a wheel, after all, at

this.

the sight of torn throat and lacerated young shoulders;
they were too stunned by the face, unmarked, pale,
drained in death.
"That's not her!" said Miss Grose.
"No," said Harker, who had only half his voice,

the Home, you know, the hostel for young people from
broken homes. It's a good place, comfortable, lots of
group activities, expert counseling."
"If she comes home tonight, will you take her to
this Home right away?"
"Of course, Mike."

and whose face was drained too. "It's Celia."
The policeman met them at the door. No Miss
The officer was considerate. He took in without

bed, and was sleeping in the little boy's room.

said, but after all, there was not even any indication that
the dead girl had been with her cousin at the time of the
happening. It was possible Cynthia was perfectly safe
somewhere.
"We've got to get back to the house," said Harker,
dry-I ipped.
"I left a patrolman there, Mr. Harker," said le
officer.
"Hilda," said Harker hoarsely.

for me? I'm going to sit up tonight. Don't argue, please!
I want you to take David back with you. He's fond of

She was unable to control her sudden fascination
with Harker's unsuspecteclly complex mental processes.
Alone in his car with him, she started to probe.
"Now Mike! This sort of thing does happen.
There's been some rise lately in our figures on juvenile
delinquency in this supposedly wholesome town. This
case will turn out to be one of those statistics. Though I
must say I prefer, like you, the Teenage Vampire stuff."
Harker said nothing.
"Just to pass the time, tell me how you'd have
fitted this development in with your private joke."

-av

Graves, nor any word. Mrs. Poole had taken David to

effort the shift in the case. He assured Harker an alarm
would be sent out. He didn't dare be too encouraging, he

"Of course I'll come with you, Michael," she said.

Harker shot her a look, dull-eyed, obscurely
panicky.
"The girl Celia wouldn't be her cousin at all," he
muttered, "just some poor, near-half-wit she picked up.
Too dumb. But not too dumb to go to college, of
course, enroll, sit there, take care of there being
someone who was thought of as Cynthia Graves. The
dean's going to say I'm wrong and it is Cynthia Graves,
and you and I and Mrs. Poole are going to have to say
different. That girl kept mine from having to go out by
day. Also she was a sort of, uh, reservoir ... "
Miss Grose giggled helplessly.
'What an imagination, Mike! But if she used cats
and dogs for her Instant, why did she need Celia?"
"You can't live on Instant alone," said Harker in a
deep sad voice. Miss Grose felt really quite excited.
There was certainly more to Michael's case than she'd
ever suspected. His wife Helen had always told her he
had been insecure as a child, living in those large
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everybody knew how that studious type of boy is likely
to turn out. His instability had been settled for a while
by marriage to Helen; but Helen's death had knocked
out more props than he had realized, and now ...
"Hilda," he said. "I'd better tell you something.
After this, even if the girl comes back, I can't have her in
the house."
"Of course," she soothed him, though she
privately thought that Michael would never get

now. Somehow she realized that she was, after all,
surprised. She really hadn't known that Michael was like

loseth his life for my sake shall find it."
Many allusions to insanity are couched in terms of
the separation or disengagement of a person from
himself. Thus a person may experience trauma that
frightens him out of his wits or that causes him to go out
of his mind. We recognize his dissociation, his
ambivalence, his doubleness in saying that he is beside
himself. This person may, indeed, take his own life or do
away with himself.
Idiomatic expressions describe much of mankind's
sense of disengagement, disorientation, alienation, and
isolation. We urge a friend to grab hold of himself or
pull himself together. We offer our help to bring him
back to his senses, while suggesting that he must help to
return to himself. He must get with it and be himself—in
short, he must grow up and re-create the whole man,
that is, be natural again.

"Hilda," said Harker, "would you do something

you. I'd feel more comfortable if he were with you until
we get this thing more nearly cleared up. Let me go up
now and get him and drive you both back. I'll come for
him in the morning before you have to leave."
Miss Grose was quite pleased to do this, for she
liked David and got on well with him.
Harker went up to get his son from the bedroom.
He found the boy's small nightlight on, as always since
the nightmares. He could see the orderly features of the
old housekeeper, relaxed in deep sleep, her breath
coming evenly, her hair neatly confined in a fine gray
net, a net which suddenly moved Harker, for it reminded
him of others he had seen, made of real hair, in the days
before synthetics. He determined not to wake Mrs.
Poole, to let her have her slumber unbroken for once. He
lifted the sleeping boy from his cot.
David barely woke at all and was installed at Miss
Grose's with a minimum of fuss. Harker drove back
slowly.
On the second floor of his house he heard a slight
stirring, and moved toward the door of David's room,
feeling that since Mrs. Poole had been waked up after all,
she must be informed of David's absence. The room was
dark, though. As he walked down the hall toward it,
there suddenly appeared in the doorway the tall
beautiful form of Miss Cynthia Graves.
Harker banished from his mind, with discipline,
every morbid thought that was there.
"There you are," he said. "You've heard about
your cousin. But I have some good news for you." He
drew closer to her, looking past her at the door-paneling,
the wallpaper, anything but at her face. "I've made a
much better arrangement for you. Miss Grose whom you
met this afternoon is going to get you into the young
people's home where she does much of her work. This
will be better for you, now that your cousin is gone."
"Celia's not gone."
"She's dead, Miss Graves."
"I know. But she'll be around. Death is a

self was stubborn.
"Miss Grose will be coming for you in the
morning."
"The morning," said Miss Graves quietly. "I'll
have to get ready. And I'll need some more."
"Mrs. Poole—" began Harker, without paying
attention to this last remark. But he fell silent, looking
past Miss Graves into the dark room, and seeing in the
pale hall-light a large dark pool on the floor.
He shifted his gaze, slowly bringing his eyes to rest
at last on the face of the baby-sitter.
His whole being was invaded ruthlessly by a
sudden deep sensuous delight in the girl's astonishing
beauty. Her thin lids drooped over her eyes as she
swayed in the doorway.
Harker's eyes passed over her body, and a
forgotten heat spread slowly through him.
"You killed her," said part of him.
"I had to have more," the thin silvery voice
assured him. "Please. I had to."
He put his hands on her shoulders.
"Mr. Harker! I'm sick. I didn't tell Miss Grose
everything. After our home broke up, my mother—she
was so sick, Mr. Harker." The light voice deepened and
went on, rhythmically, in a slow and lyrical incantation.
"Her mind was sick, her mind and mine, so sick, so very,
very, very ... "
Harker crushed her to him, just as they say in the
old novels. He closed his eyes, so did not see the
long-fanged gleaming smile, full and wide for the first
time since he had known Miss Graves. But he knew, for
he saw it in his mind's eye; knew it in his secret,
educated heart; and in a great swoon of voluptuous
awareness he surrendered, made ready in the last bone of
his body and the last recess of his spirit for the piercing,
ultimate kiss.

by Scott Grant
Phoenix
"Live!" you tell
Me. "Uncurl your
Self like my hand."
There are
Lifetimes there, I know.
My deaths desert me
Like slivers from a raw
Kindling, and I rise
In your hand.
Small
Flames lick the world.

Lucida
The Light-bearer falls to
Ground and yes, I believe
I lack the joy you require—
He was an Angel. You left
Me behind, your chin determined
Set against our mortality—
While I wept for my being
In the face of mourning stars.
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